We propose a new method for implementing mutually unbiased generation and measurement of time-bin qudits using a cascade of electro-optic phase modulator -coded fiber Bragg grating pairs. Our approach requires only a single spatial mode and can switch rapidly between basis choices. We obtain explicit solutions for dimensions d = 2, 3, 4 that realize all d + 1 possible mutually unbiased bases and analyze the performance of our approach in quantum key distribution. Given its practicality and compatibility with current technology, our approach provides a promising springboard for scalable processing of high-dimensional time-bin states.
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Mutually unbiased bases (MUBs) are of fundamental importance in quantum mechanics. A collection of bases is called mutually unbiased if any eigenstate from one basis overlaps equally with all states from the other bases. Since a measurement result in one basis provides no predictive information about the outcome of a subsequent measurement in one of its mutually unbiased partners, 1, 2 MUBs represent optimal choices for quantum state tomography in noisy environments 1, 3 and guarantee security against eavesdropping in quantum key distribution (QKD). 4, 5 Implementing MUBs experimentally can be challenging, especially in high-dimensional Hilbert spaces (dimension d > 2). For example, in time-bin encoding, the best known method for measuring states mutuallyunbiased with respect to single-time-bin wavepackets is to use nested delay interferometers (DIs). [6] [7] [8] This approach requires the use of d detectors and is difficult to scale to high d in a practical setting. Furthermore, passive DIs produce satellite pulses that reduce the probability of successful measurement to 1/d.
9,10
Therefore, a critical objective is to develop an approach for synthesizing time-bin MUBs that preserves single-spatial-mode quantum information processing, is rapidly reconfigurable, and enables measurements with high success probability. Here we propose and analyze a novel configuration for generating and measuring quantum photonic states prepared in various time-bin MUBs using a cascade of electro-optic phase modulator (EOM) -coded fiber Bragg grating (FBG) pairs (see Fig. 1 ). We find explicit solutions of (d + 1)-element MUB families for d = 2, 3, 4 and simulate performance of a multibasis QKD system. Importantly, our approach can be implemented using current technology and offers the first truly single-mode paradigm for time-bin MUBs. In our design, we impose the requirement that a physical configuration must transform between all MUBs available in a d-dimensional space. This criterion is motivated by high-dimensional QKD, as both increasing the dimension d and employing (d + 1)-basis protocols enhance robustness against noise.
11,12 Moreover, we seek solutions that can efficiently detect each eigenstate in a MUB simultaneously, as opposed to projective measurements that only result in a binary outcome. 13, 14 The key technology we explore for generating and measuring discrete time-bin states in multiple MUBs is the coded FBG, which has played an important role in the development of classical optical code division multiple access networks. 15 Such an FBG typically consists of a series of relatively low-reflectivity segments, each with a specified amplitude and phase shift. The (assumed fixed) length of each segment, or "chip," sets the time-bin duration, so that the total reflected field for a single quantum wavepacket consists of a series of wavepackets with weight coefficients given by the chip sequence. By extension, if instead a train of wavepackets is input to the FBG, the FBG will cause interference between different time bins. Codes as long as 1023 chips have been implemented experimentally, 16 thus making FBGs an appealing choice for timebin interference of quantum states in optical fiber.
Unfortunately, coded gratings alone are insufficient for arbitrary mode transformations because they are linear, time-invariant filters, making it impossible to map unique interference patterns to each output bin. For example, a single FBG (or cascade thereof) can, in principle, produce one of the d output transformations realized by d − 1 nested DIs, 17 but it cannot replace all of them. This problem can be overcome by cascading the coded FBG with an additional time-dependent optical primitive: an electro-optic phase modulator (EOM), which enables user-defined phase shifts to any sequence of time bins.
18 When integrated as a sequence of alternating FBGs and EOMs (Fig. 1) , it is possible to realize arbitrary temporal transformations where the number of components scales linearly with the dimensionality d-a conclusion reached by extending, via Fourier duality, recent results on frequency-bin quantum information processing. 19 Nonetheless, it remains to be shown that a particular EOM/FBG sequence can switch between multiple MUBs rapidly, a requirement which goes beyond the sufficiency of FBGs and EOMs to produce a given transformation, and requires a different design procedure.
To formulate this problem, we assume a Hilbert space spanned by the single-photon states |k =â † k |vac (k integer), which are pulse-like in the continuous-time basis; i.e., t|k = g(t − kT ), where g(t) vanishes for t / ∈ (0, T ), and dt g * (t)g(t) = 1. On the input side, we take the wavepackets from k = 0 to d − 1 as the subspace of interest for quantum communication. The modes are manipulated by EOMs each capable of applying an arbitrary phase shift to each time bin [â k ], with the values of c n chosen to ensure unitarity. After such a sequence, the output wavepacket modes described byâ
The EOM/FBG network is completely described by the matrix W , and, in general, the output includes many possible time-bin modes. For convenience, we also define the projection onto the desired d-dimensional output subspace: V lk = W lk , k, l = 0, 1, ..., d − 1.. Finally, we consider d + 1 different parameter sets, so that we label the matrices as W (m) and V (m) (m = 0, 1, ..., d). Ideally, these d + 1 matrices V (m) will be both unitary and mutually unbiased, in the sense that:
where the modulus-squared is taken element-by-element, To demonstrate the ability of our approach to satisfy Eq. (2) with realistic components, we consider a fixed arrangement consisting of two pairs of EOM/FBG combinations (N = 2 in Fig. 1 ) and examine d = 2, 3, 4. The choice of N = 2 strikes a balance between the number of free parameters and computational efficiency in our numerical optimization. From an implementation perspective, we must treat the reconfigurability of EOMs and FBG differently. The phase sequence imparted by an EOM can be updated rapidly, on the timescale of the chip rate itself, by simply applying a different radiofrequency voltage pattern. On the other hand, the response of each FBG is essentially fixed, with only slow thermal tuning possible (on the order of seconds).
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Thus, we impose the constraint that FBG chips remain fixed across all MUBs, whereas the EOM waveforms are free to vary between them.
For a given dimension d, we search numerically over all possible phase patterns to minimize the average meansquared error (MSE) between the actual and desired states, defined as
This provides a measure of closeness to the MUB condition for the d + 1 configurations (similar to previous "mubness" parameters 23 ). Following MATLAB optimization, we attain solutions for d = 2, 3, 4 with MSE = 1.05 × 10 −7 , 1.50
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We analyze each of these solutions in the context of (d+1)-basis prepare-and-measure QKD. We assume that the sender, Alice, has at her disposal a source emitting single photons in a superposition of d time bins. Using a combination of intensity and phase modulators, she imprints onto each wavepacket the appropriate amplitude and phase to match a basis state chosen at random. She then transmits this state to the receiver, Bob, who utilizes the proposed EOM/FBG system to measure the quantum wavepacket in one of the d + 1 bases, recording the time bin in which the photon is found at the output. Ideally, he will receive a deterministic result whenever his basis matches that from which Alice prepared her state, and a random result for mismatched selections. Specifically, Alice chooses from the d(d+1) input states
using the numerically obtained d + 1 mode transformations V (m) (m = 0, 1, ..., d). For ideal unitary matrices, the normalization factor in the denominator is unity, but this is not necessarily the case here, so it is retained. After Alice sends |ν m [n] , Bob applies the transformation V (p) and measures the output time bin q. Because Bob post-selects on the photon being found in the d-dimensional subspace, we define the detection probability D pm [n] as the probability that Bob registers a click within bins 0, 1, ..., d−1 when Alice prepares |ν m [n] and Bob measures in basis p. Similarly, we take P pm [q|n] as the probability that, conditioned on such a projection into the d-dimensional subspace, the input state is measured in bin q. Both probabilities are important in evaluating the MUBs: D pm [n] quantifies the intrinsic efficiency of the measurement process, while P pm [q|n] the selectivity in distinguishing states.
As an example of how this protocol could be implemented, we illustrate part of the solution for d = 4 in Fig. 2 . Shown are two of Alice's possible state choices, |ν 1 [0] and |ν 3 [2] ; the amplitude varies pulse-to-pulse, unlike MUBs based on phase states. 7, 8 This is a general feature of our solution method, which places no restrictions on the form of the resultant states, in order to maximize flexibility in the optimization algorithm. In this example, Bob applies the transformation corresponding to basis 3, V (3) , which outputs a uniform time-bin superposition for the mismatched choice |ν 1 [0] , and a single wavepacket (in bin 2) for the matched choice |ν 3 [2] .
In Fig. 3 The post-selected probabilities P pm [q|n] are also near-ideal, as illustrated in Fig. 3(b) , which shows all prepare-andmeasure combinations for d = 4 (Plots of all basis states, measurement settings, and probability distributions for d = 2, 3, 4 can be found in the supplemental material.
24 ) To estimate the impact of physical imperfections on the EOM/FBG measurement, we conduct further simulations that add random errors to the phase of each EOM modulation value and FBG chip (keeping the amplitude unchanged). Each perturbation is drawn independently from a Gaussian distribution of variance σ 2 . To concentrate only on aspects relevant to our proposal, we introduce no other sources of errors (e.g., transmis- Fig. 3(b) ], we extract the quantum bit error rate (QBER) and calculate the corresponding secret key fraction (SKF) using the lower bound for an asymmetric (d + 1)-basis protocol.
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In Fig. 4(a) , we show the SKF as a function of QBER, where the error bars indicate statistical uncertainty associated with each data set generated from the Monte Carlo simulation. The behavior matches that expected for high-dimensional QKD: an SKF of log 2 d at QBER=0, along with greater tolerance to QBER for larger d.
In Fig. 4(b) , we plot the SKF against phase error σ directly. Though actually the same points as in Fig. 4(a) , by selecting σ as the abscissa, we can directly map how phase instabilities degrade QKD performance. Overall, the trend is similar, with the exception that the d = 2 solution shows greater robustness to phase error at high σ, with its SKF even exceeding those of d = 3, 4 at σ = 0.28, 0.47, respectively. This feature follows from the quality of the solution itself. For as noted above, the metric MSE is over three orders of magnitude closer to zero for the d = 2 solution than for d = 3, 4. The results of Fig. 4(b) then indicate that lower MSE directly translates to greater robustness against phase error (i.e., lower QBER for a given σ), validating the utility of the metric MSE in designing QKD systems based on our proposal. An important prerequisite toward implementation is matching the characteristic timescales for EOM, FBG, and detector capabilities. With current single-photon detection jitters <20 ps, 25, 26 time-bin spacings must be at least this large; voltage patterns with ∼10-ps chips are accessible with modern electronic arbitrary waveform generators, 27 so electro-optic modulation at this speed is achievable. Detailed analysis of our MUB solutions 24 implies that ∼20 chips would be desirable, giving total code durations > ∼ 400 ps, comfortably within the design In summary, we have introduced a new scheme for implementing mutually unbiased generation and measurement of time-bin photonic qudits, addressing three persistent challenges in time-bin-based quantum information: (1) preserving single-spatial-mode operation; (2) actualizing multiple MUBs in the same physical setup; and (3) measuring states without O(1/d) post-selection. While this combination is currently unfulfilled in any other approach, we do note that points (2) and (3) could in principle be addressed by more complex DI networks containing fast phase shifters in each arm and optical switches in lieu of beasmplistters 31 -though extremely fast (multi-GHz) switching speed is required. Far more unique is our ability to complete all processing tasks within the innate stability of a single fiber-optic mode [point (1)]: no other single-mode alternative for time-bin MUBs exists at present. And so, in addition to the obvious goal of implementing our new scheme experimentally, we hope our work will motivate the quantum information community to further study the possibilities of coded fiber Bragg gratings for high-dimensional quantum information processing. Reconfigurable, single-mode mutually unbiased bases for time-bin qudits:
Supplementary material
I. OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS
As noted in the main text, the goal of our simulations is to determine, for a given dimension d, time-bin transformations W (m) (m = 0, 1, ..., d) that are mutually unbiased within the d-mode subspace of interest. After truncating the in general infinite-dimensional space to S modes (S d), and considering N unit cells (cf. Fig. 1 of the main text), we can express each transformation W (m) as the matrix product
Here, each matrix C n signifies a FBG with a particular complex reflection pattern, while D (m) n is a diagonal unitary matrix denoting an EOM that imparts an arbitrary phase shift to each temporal mode.
In contrast to the FBG matrices, the EOM matrices are delineated by basis m. This follows from the rapid reconfigurability of the modulation patterns applied to each EOM, which can be updated quickly to switch the measurement basis. On the other hand, the FBGs are constrained to fixed responses across bases. Each matrix D (m) n is thus parameterized by a real phase function ϕ
with δ lk the Kronecker delta function, nonzero only when l = k. Although the FBG matrices C n can be decomposed into complex reflections directly-i.e., as (C n ) lk = (c n ) l−k -it is simpler to parameterize C n in the frequency domain through the transformation
where F is the S-point discrete Fourier transform, and
is a diagonal matrix of spectral phases. The corresponding complex reflection amplitudes (chips) are then related to the spectral phases via
so that s c * Before delving into the specific solution forms, we note that embedded within this general formulation are several important physical assumptions. First, the electro-optic phase modulation must be fast enough to apply completely arbitrary phases to successive bins. Similarly, the pulse duty cycle must be small enough to avoid any distortion effects from the finite electro-optic phase transition slope. Combined, these conditions ensure that fully arbitrary interpulse phases are realizable, while preserving intrapulse uniformity.
Second, the FBG reflection bandwidth must be wide enough to encompass that of each pulse (otherwise additional loss will result). With this assumption fulfilled, the impulse response delays and phase shifts each pulse without temporal distortion.
Finally, the truncation of the full time-bin Hilbert space to S modes must be large enough to approximate infinity, thereby avoiding numerically-induced artifacts resulting from undersampling. In practical terms, any legitimate solution must not contain coupling from the d computational input modes to the exterior modes of the clipped space, which we can confirm a posteriori via numerical filtering (see Sec. IV below).
For our solutions, we take S = 128, set the number of EOM/FBG unit cells to N = 2, and numerically search over all possible phases to minimize MSE . The solution obtained for d = 2 is shown in Fig. S1 , which reaches MSE = 1.05×10 −7 . The temporal phase shifts for each EOM and basis (ϕ 
. Interestingly, although we permit three distinct phase patterns for EOM 2 (one for each basis), the solver converges to a configuration with identical modulation across basis choices. Thus, only EOM 1 must be updated to shift between MUBs, making the solution even simpler than demanded physically. Additionally, we note that the FBG impulse responses are not causal, with appreciable reflectivities at negative delays; this simply means that an overall delay must be present in practice, the amount equal to roughly half of the total number of chips kept in the implementation (quantified in Sec. IV).
The solution for d = 3 follows in Fig. S2 ( MSE = 1.50 × 10 −4 ). One more MUB is available, and unlike the d = 2 case, EOM 2's phases must be modified from basis-to-basis as well as those of EOM 1 (no simplification similar to that of d = 2 was found). Rounding out the optimizations, Fig. S3 bases, demanding only that EOM 1 be modified from measurement to measurement.
II. BASIS STATES
We next examine the basis states corresponding to the mode transformations described above. As specified by Eq. (5) remains in the d-dimensional output subspace; and (ii) the post-selected probability P pm [q|n] that, given the photon does remain in the desired subspace, it is found in time-bin q. For all three cases, matched basis choices produce localized probability peaks, as expected for near-perfect correlation. Mismatched choices leave uniform outcomes for each input state, all with probabilities around 1/d. These probability sets form the foundation of our estimates of QKD performance.
IV. CHIP NUMBER ANALYSIS
In evaluating the aforementioned solutions in the context of practical implementation, an important consideration is the effective number of chips needed on each FBG to realize full functionality. For while parameterizing the FBG transformation in the frequency domain [Eq. (S3)] proves extremely convenient for enforcing unitarity, the resulting impulse response can potentially extend over the entire numerical domain. To monitor against such a situation, here we intentionally remove chips from the FBG responses and quantify the impact on basis measurement performance. Such tests serve a twofold purpose: (i) they validate the solution's trustworthiness against potential aliasing effects resulting from numerical truncation; (ii) they reveal precisely just how many chips are required from fabricated FBGs. For our particular solutions, we force all but some subset of FBG chips to zero and recompute the average MSE ( MSE ). Starting with only one nonzero chip (time-bin 0 in the FBG plots above), we successively increase the number of chips in increments of two-adding one preceding time bin and one succeeding. The results of these tests for all dimensions d = 2, 3, 4 are given in Fig. S8 . As expected, the error begins high and drops off rapidly, until leveling off at the respective optima. The error floors are reached well before incorporating the full numerical size (128 chips), confirming the validity of the solutions in light of modal truncation. Finally, for the purposes of design, we observe that including any chips beyond ∼20 is superfluous in all cases, thus providing a quantitative bound on required complexity. We make use of this number in the main text to estimate FBG length in view of the expected time-bin spacing.
